
Now create your own 
micro gardening spaces & Nurture it!

Check out our website for 
full catalog.

www.myeden.co.in 

We provide specially hand-crafted eco-friendly 
solutions (Made of Wood) for Urban Gardening to 

make your perfect “My Eden ”.

My Eden brings 
you back to your 

foundations!

www.myeden.co.in 
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Inspiring Elevated Garden Beds
Check out our wide  range of Elevated Garden 
Beds in different sizes to suit your space 
perfectly. Grow a variety of vegetables, herbs 
or flowers for your daily needs. 

Exquisite Hangers
Be delighted to see your beautiful exquisite 
hangers everyday. The chains are made of 
pure brass making them rust free and provide 
a unique class apart aesthetic to these 
exquisite hangers.

Mythical Tulsi Planters
Choose our unique styled wooden Tulsi 
Planter to plant your sacred Tulsi, instead of 
using plastic or fiber or ceramic pots. This 
planter offers enough space for your Tulsi to 
grow its roots as compared to others 
available in the market.

Joyful Home Decor 
Comes in a beautiful variety of shades, 
shapes and with styled distress paints to 
complement your interiors. Can be used both 
Indoors and Outdoors. Perfect for table tops, 
balconies or terrace walls, or to be kept 
Indoors as that beautiful corner piece. This 
can be a perfect choice for gifting as well. 
Check out our Website for full catalog that 
will leave you nothing but joyful.

Thrilling Railing Beauties
Our unique styled railing wooden planters are 
just the perfect thing for hanging on railings in 
your balconies. It comes with two  sturdy large 
hooks,  with antique finish to give that elegant 
look. Good for both indoors or outdoors and 
perfect choice for gifting. Comes in different 
sizes.

Whimsical Trees
Plant your favorite dwarf trees such as any 
fruits or lemons based on the climate 
conditions. Make a mini orchard on your 
terrace.
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